Chapter 13
I Love a
Sunburnt Environment

T

environment is like the Empire used to be. It adds moral
tone to what could otherwise look like a pretty ordinary pile
of rocks. It is continuous with daily life — you’re standing in
it — but the best parts of it are somewhere else. Constant vigilance is
needed against its many enemies. All-embracing yet uncontroversial,
it is the perfect devotional object for schools.
Surveys tend to show that the ‘environment’ is the only public
1
issue considered important by adolescents. It is not hard to get 70 per
cent of schoolchildren to disagree with the statement, ‘Humans have
the right to modify the natural environment to suit their needs’,
though it is harder to motivate them to learn any of the scientific facts
2
involved, and other surveys seem to suggest that real concern is more
3
characteristic of Whitlamite baby-boomers than the jaded youth.
The more extreme environmentalist educators have made the most
of the opportunity, and their enthusiasm rivals the Protestant recruit4
ing sermonisers of the First World War. They have not been shy of
HE
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advocating major changes in philosophy. ‘A shift towards an ecological paradigm for education does not simply mean more environmental education, peace studies, development education and
women’s studies on school timetables. A paradigm shift involves
5
changes in our total world view.’ Education must ‘encourage the
kind of storytelling which “transcends the proclamation of difference”
6
between ourselves and the earth.’ ‘A poststructuralist position in science and environmental education would encourage an understanding of “reality” that I once saw encapsulated in the words of a poster
in an English (language) classroom: “the universe is not made of
7
atoms — it is made of stories.”’
Even a sympathetic observer says, ‘As rightful heirs to the 1960s
counterculture, contemporary greens affect a certain studied looni8
ness.’ Though these views are not shared by the mainstream of
educators concerned about the environment, there is certainly some
basis at least for the charges of critics like the former Finance Minister
Peter Walsh, who accused the Government of appeasing a ‘gaggle of
kindergarten Marxists, secular religion zealots and new-class free9
loaders who comprise Australia’s green extremists.’ Another writer
sees the extremists as reviving Wordsworth: mining is not seen as
working with nature, but as desecration; nature should be an un10
touched spectacle. It may be going too far to accuse the fringe of the
green movement of reviving a pagan religion whose worship of nature may require human sacrifice in the form of a culling of the over-
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prolific human species, but even in this case there is some evidence.
As one environmental educator put it, humans have ‘no more right to
12
exist than any other species’.
Of course, there is an environment, and there are many threats to
it. Attitudes to environmental questions divide into two philosophical
camps: the ‘shallow’ and the ‘deep’ (the words are meant as description, not evaluation). The shallow view, which appeals especially to
those with a scientific orientation, is concerned about threats to the
environment and recommends research to understand and counter
them, but does not see any need for fundamental changes in world
views or ethics. The shallow view is unappealing to visionaries, who
generally argue that we need to see the natural world in a completely
different way, one that recognises it as having an intrinsic value independent of human interests — perhaps as having a right to remain
undisturbed.
Shallow and proud of it is John Passmore, author of one of the first
books on environmental philosophy, the widely read Man’s Responsibility for Nature. Passmore was one of the first of Anderson’s disciples
13
to become a professional philosopher. His first extensive works were
on the relation of Andersonian views to the then-new philosophy of
14
logical positivism, and he then worked on the history of philosophy,
in which his A Hundred Years of Philosophy and its sequel, Recent Phi15
losophers, summarised the opinions of a large number of philosophers
that few other people had the energy to read. He wrote on public
16
issues before it was fashionable for philosophers to do so, discussing
11
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in substantial books art, education, the impact of science and environmental issues. His work is interdisciplinary in a way that is accessible to the general public but sometimes raises suspicions among specialists. He remarks in his memoirs that though his works are at ‘too
high a level of generality to suit environmentalists, educators, art critics, they are too concrete in their references for philosophers. And,
one can add, too historically-minded for either, although not enough
17
for historians.’ The philosophy of these books is Andersonianism at a
lower emotional temperature. Though there are things that make him
18
angry — Catholicism, for example — the general tenor is an evenhanded distribution of praise and blame, combined with an opposition to any views that smack of irrationalism or mysticism. Thus his
Science and its Critics agrees that modern science is to blame for some
technological disasters, but argues against the more extreme humanist
views that science is bad in itself. The Perfectibility of Man is a historical
account of attempts to aim at human perfection. It is deeply suspicious of utopians and visionaries, from the ancients to the drug gurus
of the Sixties. His book on the environment, Man’s Responsibility for
Nature, is similar. It admits there are environmental problems which
require urgent research and action, but argues that more hard scientific thinking is needed, not less. It has no sympathy with those who
demand a totally new, mystical ethic:
It is at this point, indeed, that the cry grows loudest for a new morality, a
new religion, which would transform man’s attitude to nature, which
would lead him to believe that it is intrinsically wrong to destroy a
species, cut down a tree, clear a wilderness. As I have already suggested,
these demands strike one, at a certain level, as merely ridiculous. One is
reminded, indeed, of the exchange between Glendower and Hotspur in
Henry IV Pt. I (III.i.53):
Glendower: I can call spirits from the vasty deep.
Hotspur: Why so can I, or so can any man,
But will they come when you do call for them?
A morality, a religion, is not, as I have already argued, the sort of thing
one can simply conjure up. It can only grow out of existing attitudes of
mind, as an extension or development of them.19
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obligation between them. ‘The idea of “rights” is simply not applica20
ble to what is non-human.’
At the time Passmore was writing, the early 1970s, apocalyptic
predictions about the fate of the earth — spectacularly unrealised —
and the general utopianism of the times prompted rethinking of the
21
whole framework in which discussions had so far taken place. The
Norwegian philosopher Arne Naess promoted the notion of ‘deep
ecology’, which attributed to nature intrinsic values and rights of ex22
actly the kind Passmore found incoherent.
23
Australia was among the first centres of interest. The early leaders
were Richard and Valerie Routley, who were also Canberra envi24
ronmental activists, especially in opposition to woodchipping. Richard Routley (later Sylvan) hoped environmental philosophy would
give Australian philosophy as a whole a distinctive cast, making it
something different from a collection of imports from the northern
25
hemisphere. In line with Peter Singer’s attempt in Animal Liberation
at about the same time to break down the moral division between
20
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human and non-human, the Routleys proposed to extend the sphere
of environmental moral concern to all sentient beings, that is, beings
which could have interests. ‘Human chauvinism’ would thus be
26
overturned. Their ‘deep-green theory’ was unlike deep ecology in
being against new-age sloganising with tinges of pagan spirituality.
They approved of argument to establish a coherent ethical (rather
27
than spiritual) theory. Their position was that the well-being of
whatever is capable of well-being (that is, animate beings) may not be
jeopardised without good reason.
In any of its versions, deep ecology must answer the question, what
properties exactly make something have intrinsic value? And if one
airily and democratically proposes to extend value to all life — to
speak of an ‘equal right to live and blossom’ as early formulations of
deep ecology did — why stop there? Why not rocks as valuable? And
if so, why not as equally valuable? At that point, the theory becomes
vacuous, since there are no remaining gradations in value. Surely, as
Routley puts it, value is more patchily distributed in the universe, like
yellow.
Further, one can apparently have too much of what would otherwise be a good thing, like plagues of rats: ‘there is a principle (a sort
of inverse of rariety) of diminishing value with increasing numbers, ap28
plying also to humans’.
26
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If value is unevenly distributed, it is up to environmental philosophers to explain what properties of things confer these degrees of
value. There are two main suggestions, both of some intuitive appeal
but both with certain conceptual problems, and not easily combined,
nor easily justified as criteria. The first is ‘naturalness’, the second
‘diversity’ or ‘complexity’.
Elliot and Goodin suggest that the property of being naturally
evolved (as opposed to made) is crucial to what gives a wilderness, for
29
example, its unique value. The value of a part of the environment
thus depends on its history, in much the same way as the value of a
work of art can depend on its genuineness: something really made by
Leonardo is more valuable than a modern reproduction, even a perfect reproduction. This makes the value of environmental restoration
tricky, and also means that a divinely created universe would have a
different kind of value (though possibly an equal one).
The other possible source of value lies in aesthetic properties, of
‘diversity, stability, complexity, beauty, grandeur, subtlety, harmony,
30
creativity, organisation, intricacy, elegance and richness’. On the
value of diversity, Passmore quotes Aquinas: ‘Although an angel,
considered absolutely, is better than a stone, nevertheless a Universe
containing angels and other things is better than one containing an31
gels only.’ As Passmore points out, this raises a problem with the
invasion of exotic species, which increases diversity but conflicts with
the value of naturalness. The cane toad and the prickly pear, however
beautiful in themselves, are not welcome in the Australian ecosystem
and do not add value to it, while the wallabies of Derbyshire have
been little loved despite their contribution to England’s impoverished
biodiversity. The problem is made worse by the fact that intuitions
were apparently different in the nineteenth century, when
32
Acclimatisation Societies busily transferred species both ways. And if
exotic species are a pest and restoration to the pristine state is desirable, should we take advantage of advances in cloning to resuscitate
33
the Tasmanian tiger? Or the Tasmanian Aborigines?
29
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‘Diversity’ is a good that attaches more to species than individuals.
So the more that value attaches to such large abstractions as natural
ecosystems, the less there is for individual animals: if cruelty and predation are natural to an ecosystem, should the value of the individual
34
or that of the ecosystem take precedence? ‘Complexity’ as a good
produces other problems. Individual life forms and perhaps ecosystems are not the only things with complexity or purposiveness.
Should we not assign value to kidneys, even if they are not inside
organisms? Or for that matter, to machines (which are exactly what
35
the environmentalists wanted to disvalue)? Indeed, should we not
praise the engineer, who brings into being new ceramics and organic
molecules with marvellous properties, which nature herself has left in
the sphere of the merely possible? If natural evolution of complex life
forms is good, is not speeding it up through biotechnology better?
Those thoughts may encourage a renewed emphasis on naturalness
as a good. But the very effort to find non-human-centred criteria of
goodness (like diversity, complexity and naturalness) and to see humanity as simply ‘part of the universe’ tends to destroy the distinction
between natural and artificial and induces a kind of quietism. If one
species has the habit of covering the earth with concrete jungles, why
worry? That is just its nature. And too easy an acceptance of what
happens naturally may deny us reason to object to asteroid strikes, ice
ages or HIV mutations, which are certainly natural and may well clear
36
the earth for a wealth of new evolutionary opportunities.
Obviously, it is not easy for environmentalists to get straight what
they really mean to say. It is very hard, especially, to make sense of
deep ecological ideas as an add-on to our usual views of the way the
world is. Philosophical foundations for environmental philosophy
need not be half-baked, but to bake the whole cake will take some
intellectual effort. Passmore’s claim that rights and values are not the
kind of things nature can have need not be accepted, but if those
ideas are to make sense at all, it seems they will need to be situated in
a much larger metaphysical reorientation which will reveal the world
to be rather different from the way the mainstream of Western
thought has taken it to be. Some environmental thinkers have therefore looked for resonances between what they believe and older phi34
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losophical traditions. Two leading candidates are Aboriginal philosophy and the pantheism of Spinoza.
Despite some misappropriations by environmentalists — Aborigi37
nes are not ‘conservationist’ in the contemporary sense — there is
something in the claim that Aboriginal world views incorporate a
kind of ecological philosophy. Though there is a danger of falsifying
Aboriginal thought by trying to express it in English, by and large
experts have been happy to systematise and describe what Aboriginal
views are in the area occupied in Western thought by philosophy.
Anderson’s associate A.P. Elkin arranged Aboriginal opinions on the
workings of nature under the headings of space, time, causation and
number, and was happy to compare the dwelling of Dreamtime spirits
38
with Leibniz’s monads. It is agreed that the Dreaming is not a simple
matter of feeling, or myth (in the Western sense), but an expression
of an understanding of how reality is, and proof that ‘the blackfellow
39
... shares with us “the metaphysical gift”’. It has definite content,
corresponding with the eternal realities that Western religious tradi40
tions believe underlie the visible world. The landscape has been
37
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fashioned by totemic ancestors, and hence special or sacred sites, the
transformed bodies of timeless ancestral beings, are places of unusually
42
close connection with the eternal.
The most hopeful Western philosophical tradition as a foundation
for environmental philosophy is that of Spinoza. It emphasises the
interconnections between humans and nature and conceives of nature
itself as having ethical properties. It is often regarded as a version of
pantheism, the view that the whole universe is God, or at least has
43
divine attributes, though the ‘divinity’ envisaged is far from a personal one. There has been an enduring stream of Spinozism in Australia — or perhaps one should rather say a recurrent rediscovery of
the Spinozist option, since the thinkers involved very rarely mention
their predecessors. There has probably been more writing by Australians on Spinoza than on any of the other classical European philoso44
phers, and many other thinkers who do not specifically mention
Spinoza have developed similar theories.
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Trompf (Maryknoll, NY, 1987), pp. 90–4; B. Neidjie, Kakadu Man
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A theory of this kind was maintained by Samuel Alexander, the
first famous Australian-born philosopher. Alexander was born in Sydney and grew up in Melbourne, but left for England at the age of
45
eighteen in 1877 and never returned. He maintained that spacetime, existing entirely independently of thought, was the fundamental
stuff out of which things and events were made. The evolution of the
universe leads to the gradual emergence of more complex and higher
levels of reality — life, and later consciousness. In due course, deity
46
will evolve. Alexander’s main book, Space, Time and Deity, was
based on lectures he delivered in Glasgow in 1918. They were
attended by the young John Anderson, and their impact was a crucial
event in his reorientation from the idealism of his teachers to his dis47
tinctive realism. Of course he discarded Alexander’s views that some
levels of reality were higher than others. He characteristically said that
Space, Time and Deity ‘has given us the fullest and most logical statement of realism yet presented, but with such concessions to idealism
48
as to render it ineffective.’
Alexander, like many of the school, was more concerned to present
and develop his theory than to argue for it. Those who have looked
for supporting arguments have often found something helpful in the
strange world of modern physics. One obvious area worth mining is
quantum mechanics, whose account of the nature of reality is unusual
— on some interpretations, at least. This line of thought was pursued
45
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Summary of his philosophy in C.R. Goodwin, ‘On rediscovering
Alexander’, Twentieth Century 21 (1966): pp. 62–9; A. Boyce Gibson,
‘Samuel Alexander: An appreciation’, AJPP 16 (1938): pp. 251–4; Passmore,
A Hundred Years of Philosophy, 2nd ed, pp. 266–78; criticism in H.B.
Loughnan, ‘The empiricism of Dr Alexander’, AJPP 9 (1931): pp. 91–102;
H.B. Loughnan, ‘Emergence and the self’, Monist 46 (1936): pp. 211–27; (Fr
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Ethics: A Scholastic Study of Three English Monists, remains unpublished: D.
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in the 1950s by the freelance philosopher Jack McKinney, Judith
49
Wright’s husband. He proposed to take literally the language of
quantum physicists when they described reality as made up of events,
indeterminacies and probabilities, ‘waves of knowledge’, and other
ultimately non-physical constituents, all with a close relationship to
50
consciousness. He hoped such ideas would spontaneously lead to a
change of heart that would turn humanity away from the destructive
tendencies evident in the World Wars and the atomic bomb. Judith
Wright recalls that meeting him ‘set me, too, off on new tracks of
thinking and put those years of Andersonian philosophy in quite new
lights. The thinkers most people revered were being turned upside
51
down ...’ His ideas formed the basis of her later environmental activ52
ism. When asked by an interviewer, ‘What are you trying to do in
your poetry?’, Wright answered, ‘The job philosophy has opted out
53
of.’
The clearest and best-argued presentation of a Spinozist philosophy, and also the one that connects it most closely to environmental
54
philosophy, is Freya Mathews’ The Ecological Self. She argues that
Einstein’s General Relativity is best seen as showing that the basic
49
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Days (Sydney, 1998), pp. 113–22, 126–8, 163, 170–1; Wright in ADB, vol.
15, p. 252.
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implications of the modern revolution in thought’, Philosophy and
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Mind 67 (1958): pp. 386–93; The Structure of Modern Thought (London,
1971); articles in Meanjin 1–3 (1942–4); Language 1 (1952); on these
publications, Wright, Half a Lifetime, pp. 224–5, 261, 276.
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evolution of Judith Wright’s thinking on the mystery of creation’, Compass
30 (Winter 1996): pp. 7–14.
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29–33; J. Wright, ‘The principles of conservation’, Wildlife Newsletter 17
(Nov 1968): pp. 4–6.
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V. Vallis, ‘Doing philosophy’s job’, Times Literary Supplement 3865
(9/4/1976), p. 432.
54
F. Mathews, The Ecological Self (London, 1991); also F. Mathews,
‘Conservation and self-realization: A deep ecology perspective’,
Environmental Ethics 10 (1988): pp. 347–55; and briefly in F. Mathews, ‘Terra
incognita: Carnal legacies’, in L. Cosgrove, D. Evans & D. Yencken, eds,
Restoring the Land (Melbourne, 1994), pp. 37–46; F. Mathews, ‘Ecological
philosophy’, Routledge Encyclopedia of Philosophy, vol. 3 pp. 197–202; some
other partly similar works: W. Fox, ‘Deep ecology: A new philosophy for
our time?’, Ecologist 14 (1984): pp. 194–200; W. Fox, Towards a Transpersonal
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furniture of the universe is force-fields and their variations, and what
appear to be substantial things are only semi-permanent fluctuations
55
in the basic fields. As to quantum mechanics, she does not accept
idealist interpretations according to which reality is dependent on ‘the
observer’, but argues that non-classical principles like ‘non-locality
56
and intrinsic dynamism’ again suggest a holistic view of the universe.
Certain parts of the world, though, such as living organisms, have an
internal organisation that tends to keep them in existence; they have
an integrity that makes them ‘matter to themselves’, whether or not
they are conscious of it. This confers on them an intrinsic value, in57
dependent of any valuation of them by anything external. Rocks are
different: they are only stuck together by external forces: ‘A rock is
no way self-affirming, demarcating and preserving its own identity; a
rock is just a lump of matter, arbitrarily hewn out, waiting to be worn
58
away by wind and rain.’ (Here Mathews comes close to Alfred
Deakin’s words of a century earlier: ‘if the unity of the universe were
merely the unity of a rock, which might be more properly styled
homogeneity, or the unity of an arch or of a circle, it could not inspire feeling of any kind. The vital factor in Wordsworth is that he
holds the universe to be a living unity, which therefore inspires
59
faith.’ )
Mathews does not exactly hold the universe to be a living unity,
but grants it a low level of self-organisation and hence a kind of
60
‘background value’, like the cosmic background radiation. That has
no bearing on our actions, since we cannot affect the existence or
non-existence of the whole universe. But particular living things that
do have value to themselves, and strive to maintain their existence
against difficulties, deserve our respect and our recognition of their
vital needs, to the extent that they do not conflict with the vital needs
of other selves.
There have been attempts to work out a Christian philosophy of
61
the environment, though they face suspicion from the orthodox as
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probably pagan and from the actual pagans as futile exercises in metooism. The most noted such attempt is by Charles Birch, for many
years Professor of Biology at Sydney University. The first version
appeared in 1965, the year in which Birch was engaged in nobbling
62
Knopfelmacher’s application to Sydney University. ‘The Universe’,
63
he says, ‘turns out to be less like a machine and more like a life.’
Where materialists argue that since everything other than minds is
material, so some way will be found to show minds too are reducible
to brains, Birch argues in reverse: other parts of the universe have the
purposiveness of minds, but to lesser degrees. ‘Atoms resemble human
experience in the sense of taking account of their environment with64
out being totally determined by it.’ God is the Life of the World,
literally.
The later chapters of Paul Davies’ books on popular science may
contain a similar view, but they are so vague philosophically that it is
65
hard to tell.
These somewhat colourless abstractions about the nature of the
universe are altogether too blokey for some. According to ecofeminists, the rape of nature is intimately connected with the rape of
women. They find deep ecology too abstract, alien, cognitive, positivist and generally too focused on the evils of humanity, rather than
66
of men, and not political enough.
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These themes appear in the later work of Val Plumwood (formerly
67
Routley). She has the advantage of being able to draw on her
experience of a close and nearly fatal encounter with the forces of
nature, when a canoe trip alone in Kakadu led to an attack by a
crocodile. The crocodile attacked the canoe several times. Plumwood
managed to jump from the canoe into the lower branches of a paperbark tree beside the river. At the same moment the crocodile grabbed
her legs and rolled her into the water. She writes of her near-death
experience:
In its final, frantic attempts to protect itself from the knowledge of vulnerability and impending death that threatens the normal, subject-centred
framework, the mind can instantaneously fabricate terminal doubt of extravagant, Cartesian proportions: this is not really happening, this is a nightmare, from which I will soon awake. This desperate delusion split apart as I hit
the water. In that flash, when my consciousness had to know the bitter
certainty of its end, I glimpsed the world for the first time ‘from the outside’, as no longer my world, as raw necessity, an unrecognisably bleak order which would go on without me ...

The water however was not deep, and at the end of the roll,
Plumwood was able to draw breath. A second roll had the same
result, and finding herself near an overhanging branch, she hung onto
it. The crocodile let her go and she was able to climb into the paperbark. But the crocodile again leapt out and seized her by the thigh
and a third roll ensued. At the end of it, the crocodile had tired and
Plumwood was able to crawl slowly up a mudbank. Despite her
severe injuries, she was able to travel some distance and was found in
time by rangers. She eventually made an almost full recovery in hospital.
She later meditated on what the experience of being prey showed
about human vulnerability. Referring to a strange rock formation that
had given her a sense of unease shortly before the incident, she wrote:
The wisdom of the rock formation draws a link between my inability to
recognise my vulnerability and the similar failure of my culture in its
occupation of the planetary biosystem. The illusion of invulnerability is
typical of the mind of the coloniser; and as the experience of being prey is
eliminated from the face of the earth, along with it goes something it has
to teach about the power and resistance of nature and the delusions of
as Politics: Nature, Marx and the Postmodern (London, 1997); C.J. Mews & K.
Rigby, eds, Ecology, Gender and the Sacred (Clayton, 1999); reply in W. Fox,
‘The deep ecology-ecofeminism debate and its parallels’, Environmental Ethics
11 (1989): pp. 5–25; R.S. Laura & R. Buchanan, ‘Towards an epistemology
of ecofeminism’, Education Research and Perspectives 28 (1) (2001): pp. 57–90.
67
V. Plumwood, Feminism and the Mastery of Nature (London, 1993); V.
Plumwood, Environmental Culture (London, 2002)
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human arrogance. In my work as a philosopher, I now tend to stress our
failure to perceive human vulnerability, the delusions of our view of ourselves as rational masters of a malleable nature ... Let us hope it does not
take a similar near-death experience to instruct our culture in the wisdom
of the rock.68
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